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 Alawa and Nikai have been thoroughly enjoying the season of love, proving that
familial love is just as valuable and special. Nikai particularly has been witnessed
multiple times attempting to get his sister to engage in a play session as he
excitedly kneels down and wags his tail in an effort to capture her attention. Alawa
—ever the older, more serious sister—usually takes some time to think it through
whether she’d rather get riled up in play or nap near their log cabin. Still, she has
decided every now and then that being a bit more frivolous and fun is a great
change of pace to her normally reserved demeanor. Nothing like a little sibling
bonding time to show the beauty of the love we have with family, born or chosen!

It may be winter, but things are heating up over in the neighborhood of Tyke and
Lava! No secret valentines here: this dynamic duo is loud and proud to be around
their other half. We’ve certainly been seeing a lot of heart eyes from Tyke the last
few weeks, and Lava seems enamored, as well. We are definitely swooning over the
sweetness! These critically endangered red wolves play an important part to the
healthy success of their populations both in the wild and in captivity. If their
continued interest in each other this month means what we think it does, we may
be lucky with some pups this spring! 

 Sage and Jacques have started the sweetheart season out strong, as they’ve
frequently been observed spending a whole lot of snuggle time together. They've
been glued at the hip lately and always seen relaxing atop their incline in the
enclosure, keeping watch for any wayward squirrels or ravens. Sage has been
keeping Jacques lively during these past few weeks, so he has certainly been getting
his “steps” in. In fact, we’re betting if he had a step tracker that he’d be leading
ahead of all our other wolves! He doesn’t seem to mind though, preferring to be
around Sage as often as possible. He was even recently spotted grooming her and
nuzzling her ears. Could this be love? We certainly hope so!  

Alawa & Nikai

Sage & Jacques

Tyke & Lava

Happy February!
 

This month marks the middle of breeding
season, which we think is very on-brand for
Valentine’s day! We are excited that there
are several pairs that are able to breed this

season.  Some enclosures you'll want to
keep an eye on are Jacques & Sage, Tyke &

Lava, and Lighthawk & Trumpet. These Red
wolves and Mexican gray wolves are pivotal

to helping their endangered populations
increase in both numbers and genetic

diversity. We're hoping Cupid's influence
will be felt this month and are crossing our

fingers for the little pitter-patter of tiny
paws from pups this spring!

 
In addition to breeding season, our wolf

families have been energized this month!
They’ve been keeping busy through
eavesdropping on their neighbors,

patrolling their enclosures…while also
taking the time to improve their A+ nap

skills, of course. One thing’s for sure: these
frigid months are always a hit for our furry

friends! 
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Sam and kiddos Martha, Max, Hunter, SkyRae, and Notch have welcomed February
with open paws…up in the air! Although it’s been a warmer month than typical for
New York, there has still been lots of playing in the recent dusting of snow we
received! Martha and SkyRae have been spotted by staff napping side by side
during the snow days, which has definitely melted our hearts. Hunter, Max, and
Notch have not been about to pass up on some snowy play time. Staff was delighted
to spot them roughhousing in front of their dad, Sam! Sam got bored pretty quick,
though, and decided it would be a better use of his time to sniff around for the
latest leftovers. While this February season often focuses on romantic love, familial
love is super sweet, and we are always excited getting to witness their strong bonds.

Rhett, Belle, Nita, Jean, and Maus have started their February out with a bang! Rhett
and Maus were found chasing a few vultures around. The Vultures may have wanted
some takeout, but they were not about to give up their freshly delivered meal. Once
they had sufficiently defended their deer, Rhett was ready to dig in. Maus, however,
was observed by staff eyeing down the vultures, ensuring they were fully taken care of.
Round of a *paws* for Maus! Meanwhile, Nita and Jean have been observed participating
in their usual silly shenanigans. There was one particularly cute exchange where Jean
started to softly nibble on Nita’s face. These sisters never fail to make us smile! Belle, on
the other hand, was content to lazily watch from her perch as her adult pups played
and bonded.

 Prioritizing each other in a relationship is always important, and wolves are no
exception! Valentia and Diego have mastered the art of little spoon and big spoon,
as staff recently saw them cuddling up in their love nest. On a different day,
Valentia was found inspecting a fluffy red squirrel she had spotted on the other
side of the fence. The pair have been spotted numerous times this season sharing
some meals instead of eating solo. Date night is important, after all! While you
won't be finding any scented candles in their enclosure, a moonlit meal is still a
pretty romantic backdrop. Dining on deer is a delicacy this perfect pair just can't
pass up.

Sam & Family

Valentia & Deigo

Belle & Rhett
Family

 
 

Fact: Wolves disperse (leave)
from their birth pack in order
to find a mate,which they will

typically pair with for life
 
 
 
 
 

Fact: Wolves breeding season
starts around January and

ends around March
 



Over in the Trumpet & Lighthawk neighborhood, some of the family members have
been catching up on their beauty sleep! It’s the perfect season for it, after all. Cupid
also seems to be working his usual magic as Lighthawk and Trumpet have been
seen spending more time together. Trumpet was even spotted hiding a “valentine
present” for Lighthawk near their den. Forget roses—roses are out and deer leg is
in! Joe Darling, Mosby, and Kral, have been very enthusiastic but for a different
reason. They discovered a racoon wandering past the outside of their enclosure!
Nicholas and George were less entranced by the racoon and more concerned about
their game of tag. They were spotted getting into mischief and chasing each other
as they jumped over logs and through the thick brush with easy effort. Babs, in
contrast, has been keeping a watchful eye on a woodpecker that has decided to
make a nearby tree her home.
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In closing, we hope that you and
yours are having a fabulous February

season, and you are enjoying
watching your adopted wolves on
their webcams as they continue to
capture our hearts with their daily

dynamics. 
 

 
 We’ll see you back in your inboxes in

March!
 
 
 
 

-Your friends at the WCC

The girl gang is living it up this February! Mother Rosa and daughters Diane, Bria,
and Hélène are embracing singledom with feisty flare. The family have been
spotted by staff shifting their napping to a new section of their enclosure to switch
it up. Diana and Bria were also observed recently playing a relaxed game of tug-o-
war over some leftover bone scraps. Ultimately though, Bria came out with the win.
Diane was a good sport about it, while Rosa watched amusedly from afar. Hélène,
however,was more interested in keeping her daily grooming schedule intact. What
a great reminder this Valentine season that taking time to prioritize yourself is an
act of love, too! 
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